VALENCIA OLDE
WORLD STUCCO
MANUFACTURER
A.W. Cook Cement Products
242 Amy Industrial Lane
Hoschton, GA 30548
Phone (706) 654‐3677
Fax (706) 654‐3662
DESCRIPTION
VALENCIA OLDE WORLD STUCCO is a blend of
Portland cement, pozzolan, lime, silica sand,
polymers, water resistant additives and
efflorescence inhibitors. A true cement plaster finish
imparting iron oxide pigments that provide a natural,
warm finish for interior or exterior applications.
USES
As a finish coat for cement based substrates such as
concrete block, scratch and brown coat, cement
board, parge coats or existing brick.
SURFACE PREPARATION
All surfaces must be sound and free from dirt, dust,
paint, sealers, coatings, loose material, adhesives,
curing compounds or any material that would inhibit
material from coming in contact with concrete
pores.
APPLICATION
Dampen surfaces before application to a saturated,
surface dry condition (SSD) and apply from 1/8” TO
¼” thickness with various textures as desired. An
alternate to pre‐dampening is to prime the surface
with COOK BRAND BONDING AGENT (diluted 1:1
with clean water) by brush or roller. Apply the
diluted bonding agent and allow to dry clear, then
apply finish coat.
MIXING
Blend approx 1 ¼ gallons of cool clean water per 80
lb bag of VALENCIA OLDE WORLD STUCCO. Color
packs should be added to the mixing water, followed
by stucco powder and blended to a uniform, lump
free consistency. Apply by spray method or by hand
and finish to desired texture.
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AESTHETICS
VALENCIA OLDE WORLD STUCCO will provide a
warm, textured finish with slight variations in color
due to the natural pigments and finishing
techniques. Care should be taken during application
as many variables such as water content, wind, sun,
humidity and temperature will give varying shades of
color during installation and curing.
FINISHES
Available in FINE GRADE and COARSE GRADE.
Differences in each grade are achieved through the
gradation of sand .
LIMITATIONS
Do Not allow applied product to freeze for 48 hours
after application. Do Not allow bonding agent to
freeze. Air and substrate temperature should be
between 40° F and 90° F. Color will vary with
weather conditions at time of application.
PACKAGING
FINE GRADE and COARSE GRADE are both available
in 80 lb bags. Pigment pack weight will vary
depending on color.
PRECAUTIONS
Contains Portland cement; avoid eye contact or
prolonged contact with skin. Wash thoroughly after
handling. In case of eye contact, flush with ‘water for
15 minutes, Consult a physician immediately. Keep
out of reach of children. Contains free silica – DO
NOT breathe dust. May cause delayed lung injury.
Follow OSHA safety and health standards for
crystalline silica (quartz). Keep out of reach of
children. See material safety data sheet for detailed
information.
DISCLAIMER
Color variations can be expected due to differences
in cement, aggregates and method of application. A
jobsite mockup sample should be prepared prior to
installation.
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